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Photoshop selection tools

Photo: shutterstock.comFor a consistent and durable finish, paint and coatings must be applied with high quality application equipment. Better quality brushes, rollers and applicators tend to apply a thicker, more uniform and durable paint layer than paint applied with cheap equipment. The top quality team also accelerates and simplifies
its work. The tools you need will depend on the type of project you are doing and the type of painting you apply. However, some simple guidelines hold true for any quality paint work. Types of brushes There are two general categories of brush: those of natural hair bristles and those made with synthetic materials, such as nylon or
polyester. If you are working with oil-based paints and coatings or alkyd, you can use natural bristles brushes or synthetic bristles brushes. However, high quality natural bristles brushes work best when applying enamels or any top layer. No matter how much water they are exposed to, they maintain their shape and maintain proper
rigidity. Top quality polyester brushes are worth the initial cost. When cleaned and stored correctly, they will continue to apply paint smoothly and evenly for the next few years. What brushes do you need? If you are doing interior or exterior paint, make sure it matches the size and shape of your brushes at work by hand. Use large brushes
to cover large surfaces and small brushes to cover small areas. To do most jobs properly, take the time to match the brush at work. Match the right brush to work to get the best paint application possible. For large outdoor surfaces, use a flat brush 4 wide (100mm) with a thickness of 3/4 to 1 (25mm to 3mm). To cut into the corners of the
outer and interior walls, use a 2-wide (50 mm) brush with c tapered edges. For exterior and interior carpentry and mouldings, use brushes between 1 (30mm) and 2 1/2 (60mm) wide. For accurate paint of exterior and interior window frames and trimming, use angled girdle brushes between 1 (30mm) and 2 1/2 (60mm) wide. For interior
walls and ceilings, use brushes between 3 (75mm) and 4 (100mm) wide. Select a quality brush How to identify a high quality brush? Pay attention to the bristles. They should:• have divided the ends, to create a finer, more uniform finish; • have a definitive bending in your tips, to allow them to get back in shape; • be shorter on the outside
and longer in the center, to provide more control over where the painting is applied; • measure at least half as long as the width of the brush. (For the bristles of a brush 2 wide (50 mm) must be 3 (75 mm) or longer in length). Also, tow to the bristles before buying a brush. If you can remove more than one or two bristles, the brush is
probably Built. Finally, make sure the brush feels comfortable in your hand. If a brush is well made and well maintained, it will last for years, so make sure you can use it comfortably. The selection of paint roller rollers is faster and easier to use than brushes, especially when painting walls, ceilings and other large and flat areas. They are
also excellent for use on hard outer surfaces such as stucco and concrete. However, rollers are difficult to work in small or narrow spaces, so we will probably have to buy several different sizes of rollers and one or more brushes. As with brushes, when applying latex paints, be sure to use roller covers made with a synthetic nap or fiber
surface. When applying alkyd paints or oil-based, you can use synthetic or natural fiber covers. An important consideration when selecting a roller cover is the duration of the nap. In general, you should paint smooth surfaces with short nap rollers and rough surfaces with long nap rollers. When bright or semi-bright paintings are applied,
short nap covers tend to generate less foam during the paint application. Recommended nap lengths for some common surfaces are as follows: wall, smooth plaster, wood, or metal: a short nap from 1/8 to 1/4 or 5 mm • lightly textured stucco, Poured concrete, and rough wood: an average nap from 3/8 to 3/4 (15mm to 20mm) • heavy
textured stucco, concrete block and brick: a long nap from 3/4 to 1 (25mm to 30mm)As with brushes, it is wise to buy better quality roller roofs, although they can cost more initially. High quality roller covers apply paint more easily and are less likely to leave nap fibers on the painted surface. While the price is a good quality indicator, you
can also test the quality of a roller cover by pressing it. A high quality cover will quickly return to its original form. Also make sure that the roller cover does not have obvious seams, as these tend to leave stripes when applying paint. The standard widths of the rollers are 7 1/2 and 9 (190mm and 240mm). The size of 9 (240mm) is suitable
for most wall and interior roof work. The mini-rollers, about 3(75mm) wide, are suitable for painting cuts and narrow areas. Paint pads Paint pads can help you apply paint in hard-to-reach places, including those where neither brushes nor rollers fit. Although it is not recommended to apply paint to entire walls (as the vault marks may
result), paint pads are especially useful when cut into corners and paint areas where walls and ceilings are found. Most of the paint are made of foam or mohair, and can be used to apply both latex and oil or alkyd paints. In most cases, pads can be replaced when worn or damaged. Paint sprayers For quick coverage of large surfaces, it is
difficult to beat energy spraying equipment. While sprayers can use more paint than other types of applicators, the ease of comfort they offer make them ideal for great jobs. Conventional sprayers use compressed air as a pressurizing agent to deliver paint. Airless sprayers pump the paint directly. Getting adequate coverage with
conventional sprayers can be a complicated business, but the do-it-yourselfers achieved can get good results with airless sprayers. Hand-transported airless electric sprayers are a good option for indoor painting; the largest petrol or electric units and rolled are more suitable for extensive outdoor work. As with all power equipment, be sure
to follow the manufacturer's instructions for configuration and operation. Most importantly, never point an airless sprayer at any person or pet, because the pressure of the spray is strong enough to inject paint into the bloodstream, which can be harmful or even fatal. Finally, when doing outdoor painting, avoid working on windy days.
(Image credit: Adobe) Photoshop is an amazing tool with almost unlimited possibilities to work with images, but there is an aspect of it that seems to never get much faster or better. As any designer or artist will know, creating sharp shaving selections still comes down to carefully clicking around your theme with the polygonal lasso tool.
However, Adobe has just released a look at a Photoshop CC tool that could at least save some time with the lasso. Revealed on your YouTube channel, the Select Objects tool is designed to instantly draw selections around the objects that point to it. Here's in action: (And if you're looking for more time-saving Photoshop tricks, check out
our Photoshop summary plugins). Photoshop product manager Meredith Payne Stotzner describes it as, using Adobe Sensei machine learning magic to determine the subject, and on first inspection it looks pretty cool. It is a natural evolution of the tool selection of themes in the current versions of Photoshop; while this will try to identify
the main theme of an image and draw a selection around it, this object selection tool is much more versatile. You can drag a tent over a section of the image or lasso a selection by hand, and the object selection tool will identify any object within that area and select them. You can also use it as a quick masking tool. From the video, you
can see that it works quite well; However, commentators have already accused it of being a rigid demonstration. All of his selections contrast sharply with the background. I can already select these quite easily, says one. If you want Take this last photo with the blonde girl and the dog and select the girl's hair. It's right in front of herbs that
almost match your hair color. This is the kind of thing I need help selecting! As you can see, the Select Objects tool is good, but you still have to zoom in and tune (Image Credit: Adobe)It's a fair point, and from A close look at the results of the video can be seen that, while objects that contrast sharply with the background are selected
accurately, where there is less contrast - the hard edges of hair are always a great example – things get much less accurate. So while this is a welcome addition that will definitely do the main piece of grumpy work when it comes to selections, we are confident that for professional outcomes you will have to come in and spend time refining
by hand. It's not the magic you might have been waiting for, but it will definitely save you some time in every job. Adobe says the object selection tool will come to Photoshop CC 'soon'. Look at this space. Related articles: The YouTube Channel Creative Bloq is full of useful tutorials, great interviews and cool video content relevant to the
design community. And as part of this we have our 2-minute tool schools – quick guides to the essential tools in Adobe's design software. In the easy-to-follow Photoshop tutorial above, discover how to selectively darken areas of an image, with an overview of settings and tips on how to work with Shadows, Midtones and
Highlights.Creative CloudOur short, agile videos are designed for Photoshop CC users, but don't worry if you haven't already signed up for the Creative Cloud , because the tools displayed are also included in Photoshop CS6 and earlier versions. For all the latest creative bloq video classes, go to YouTube and subscribe now! So? Read
these! These!
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